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General 

INTRODUCTION 

This report analyses the feedback on the content and format of the conference, provided by the participants 

and organisers. It also highlights some specific lessons learnt during the process and the event. The quotes 

in this report are extracted from the feedback received by participants during and after the conference. 

GENERAL FEEDBACK 

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the world has been profound and has introduced many new 

challenges and methodologies how to cope in this completely new environment. 

 

In South Africa, the impact has been severely felt by all citizens and business alike. 

 

Having been one of the quick-movers to impose a lock-down on the 26th of March 2020, we’ve made 

tremendous strides in flattening the infection curve and without these attempts, would have immediately 

dumped our ability to respond with our healthcare infrastructure, into an unrecoverable abyss. 

 

These actions have however created an extremely negative economic impact and government has had little 

choice to respond with a gradual lifting of lockdown severity in an attempt to restart the floundering 

economy. Our healthcare infrastructure has during this time been able to add significant capacity but is still 

considered inadequate should the pandemic sky-rocket out of proportion. 

 

Many businesses have been allowed to re-open, including business conference activities but it remains at 

low attendance levels allowing only 50 people in a specific venue. 

 

Infection levels however continue rising rapidly and one should ask the question if it is worth the risk to 

return to a real-life live event or not, even if portions of it are on-line and others with limited real-world 

interaction and the visitation to a venue. 

 

With this in mind, EBnet has chosen to remain fully digital and present to the retirement industry it’s 1st 

fully 3D virtual and interactive conference. 

 

Regarding the format, participants appreciated the interactive nature of the virtual conference where 

attendees were able to move around freely in a fully immersive, virtual conference room. Here follows some 

of the comments received: 

 

“Never thought Gamification would make sense in our industry but the EBnet 3-D Conference proved me wrong. 

Thank you EBnet for such an amazing experience and the knowledge shared”. 

Caroline Dibakoane – Head of Marketing at Sanlam Corporate 
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“Congratulations EBnet for being able to quickly adapt to the current circumstances and produce an exciting 

virtual conference. It was an awesome experience to navigate to the various stalls and listen to the recordings 

at one’s leisure. The key note addresses dovetailed well with each other and was on point and relevant. I believe 

this may be the future for these type of conferences or at least some hybrid form of it.  

Well done and thank you Chris for your responsiveness. “ 

Auburn Meyer – BrightRock Life 

 

“We could never have predicted the world we have woken up in due to Covid. 

Companies have had to adapt quickly to stay relevant and the EBnet 3-D Conference is a great example of how 

creative and innovative EBnet has been in hosting their virtual interactive conference. 

A great experience - Thank you” 

Graeme Brien - Quoin Wealth 

 

"I just want to congratulate EBNET on a fantastic 3D conference. It is the first of its kind and I enjoyed every 

moment. The look and feel of the conference made you almost feel that you are still at a real conference as you 

need to move around to get to the different stalls. The content of each stall was well prepared. I liked the fact 

that I could visit each sponsor’s website, this gave more information which is not always available at a 

conference. The speakers pre-recordings were  great additions to the 3D conference as normally in an live event 

you only have time for 2 or 3 speakers where this time around there was an additional 10 speakers. Their content 

was very insightful and Relevant to our industry and well as during this difficult time that we are facing with a 

pandemic. 

This was really an experience out of this world." 

Braam Pool, Client Service Manager - Funds, Benefits and Annuities Division MIP Holdings 

 

“The EBnet 3-D conference this year was a fantastic innovation in the midst of the COVID pandemic.  

The interactive digital experience with exhibitors, the caliber of the attendees and the content provided during 

the keynote all combined to provide world class value.  

Great job, EBnet!" 

Jeremy Swartz, Vice-President at TransparentBusiness (Jeremy was one of the Keynote Speakers) 

 

“Congratulations and well done on hosting EBnet’s first virtual interactive 3-D conference! 

A great experience -thank you.  

I thoroughly enjoyed the flexibility it offered me in visiting the exhibition stands from the comfort of my new 

“home office” and being able to access the excellent line-up of pre-recorded speaker sessions at my leisure. Of 

particular relevance, in setting the scene in our new “Covid -19” world, was your choice of Keynote speakers 

namely Mike Saunders and Jeremy Swartz and their respective topics. Whilst I consider EBnet to be at the 

forefront of digital trends in our local industry, who could have expected we would see 2 years of digital 

transformation in 2 months!!  

Keep up the great work.” 

Margaret Cameron, Business Development Executive – Willis Towers Watson 
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Furthermore, participants felt that the presentations, both during the live sessions as well as the 10 other 

pre-recorded presentations were insightful and very relevant. There was also appreciation for the fact that 

the different exhibition stall contained several elements like a video as well as downloadable business cards 

and brochures. Several attendees also appreciated the fact that one could access the exhibitor’s website 

directly from the stand, a feature usually not available in the real-world environment. 

 

A few challenges were however encountered with access to the virtual conference portal. This was to be 

expected as it’s a completely new concept and quite removed from many people’s experiences. 

 

To mitigate potential challenges with people’s ability to navigate around inside the venue, a “Movement 

Tutorial” video was compiled and placed on the website page where entry to the event portal takes place: 

 

 
 

The tutorial was successful and visitors were able to adapt to the navigation methodology after a few practice 

moves fairly quickly. However, there were 20 visitors that called the helpdesk not able to navigate once 

they’ve entered the registration / login portal but in all of these cases tuned out to be people who bypassed 

the video and did not watch it at all. They were called on their mobiles and talked through the process quickly. 

Note: For future reference – Tutorial video should be placed higher up on the page to attract attention first 

before people take note of the portal entry button. 
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GAMIFICATION 

The conference was built on a unique platform designed to replicate as close as possible attending the real 

live event by allowing all our attendees to enter into a digital exhibition hall within which they can move 

around freely and interact with the various elements like exhibition stalls and pre-recorded speaker talks. 

 

The platform is an on-line gaming platform and this allows us some flexibility as well as a few unique 

features. 

 

To satisfy our exhibitors need to showcase their businesses to our attendees, we created a points system that 

require attendees to visit the various stands and interact with a minimum of 3 items per stand (watch the 

video (1), download brochure (2) and (3)  download business card).  Once all 3 of these items have been 

clicked by the visitor, they were able to move on to the next stand.  

 

 
 

These accumulated points went toward unlocking the various content elements of the conference (live 

session presentations as well as pre-recorded speaker presentations) and ultimately, the attendees with the 

most points became eligible for the prizes so generously sponsored by Alexander Forbes, Momentum 

Investments and NBC Holdings.   
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SCREENSHOTS OF EVENT 
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Statistics 

The conference was initially scheduled to span 3 days only (24 – 26 August 2020) but late on Wednesday 

afternoon, after receiving several requests to keep the portal open, the conference was extended to Friday 

28 August 2020. 

The statistics below show the number of visitors per stand per day (stands had a 93.5% interaction 

ratio with video, brochures and business cards), the number of pre-recorded talk viewers, the live 

session participants as well as the hours the visitors entered the conference portal on the different days: 

Monday 24-8-2020 281    

     
Stalls Visitors   Speakers Viewers 

Agenda Worx 249   Corné Heymans 176 

Alexander Forbes 246   Guy Chennells 151 

Allan Gray 252   Henry Biddlecombe 129 

Anchor Capital 251   Mark Davids 164 

SNG Argen 237   Michael Prinsloo 132 

Benefits Counsellor 255   Mike Adsetts 169 

Brightrock 260   Richard Firth 178 

Discovery 256   Sarah Heuer 129 

EBnet 256   Trinisha Chanka 134 

Election Worx 243   Viresh Maharaj 158 

ICTS 254     
Info 721     
Insite 240     
MIP 256     
Momentum 256     
Motswedi 251     
NBC 255     
Pensions World 273   Live Session Visitors 

Sanlam T 252   Entered Area (clicked) 112 

Sanlam W 257   Zoom Link Inactive  0 
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Tuesday 25-8-2020 268    

     
Stalls Visitors   Speakers Viewers 

Agenda Worx 251   Corné Heymans 159 

Alexander Forbes 259   Guy Chennells 162 

Allan Gray 249   Henry Biddlecombe 148 

Anchor Capital 241   Mark Davids 134 

SNG Argen 236   Michael Prinsloo 154 

Benefits Counsellor 259   Mike Adsetts 153 

Brightrock 258   Richard Firth 159 

Discovery 256   Sarah Heuer 150 

EBnet 240   Trinisha Chanka 139 

Election Worx 242   Viresh Maharaj 151 

ICTS 245     
Info 312     
Insite 240     
MIP 251     
Momentum 252     
Motswedi 238     
NBC 241     
Pensions World 261   Live Session Visitors 

Sanlam T 257   Entered Area (clicked) 218 

Sanlam W 254   Zoom Attendees 157 
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Wednesday 26-8-2020 130    

     
Stalls Visitors   Speakers Viewers 

Agenda Worx 111   Corné Heymans 39 

Alexander Forbes 128   Guy Chennells 46 

Allan Gray 112   Henry Biddlecombe 32 

Anchor Capital 110   Mark Davids 30 

SNG Argen 107   Michael Prinsloo 32 

Benefits Counsellor 124   Mike Adsetts 51 

Brightrock 123   Richard Firth 50 

Discovery 127   Sarah Heuer 49 

EBnet 121   Trinisha Chanka 38 

Election Worx 122   Viresh Maharaj 51 

ICTS 126     
Info 167     
Insite 119     
MIP 117     
Momentum 113     
Motswedi 105     
NBC 111     
Pensions World 122   Live Session Visitors 

Sanlam T 124   Entered Area (clicked) 96 

Sanlam W 122   Zoom Link Inactive 0 
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Thursday 27-8-2020 84    

     
Stalls Visitors   Speakers Viewers 

Agenda Worx 78   Corné Heymans 11 

Alexander Forbes 71   Guy Chennells 20 

Allan Gray 77   Henry Biddlecombe 19 

Anchor Capital 75   Mark Davids 7 

SNG Argen 75   Michael Prinsloo 25 

Benefits Counsellor 76   Mike Adsetts 21 

Brightrock 72   Richard Firth 23 

Discovery 75   Sarah Heuer 19 

EBnet 79   Trinisha Chanka 20 

Election Worx 75   Viresh Maharaj 22 

ICTS 75     
Info 84     
Insite 73     
MIP 73     
Momentum 72     
Motswedi 74     
NBC 72     
Pensions World 72   Live Session Visitors 

Sanlam T 74   Entered Area (clicked) 62 

Sanlam W 71   Zoom Link Inactive 0 
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Friday 29-8-2020 35    

     
Stalls Visitors   Speakers Viewers 

Agenda Worx 34   Corné Heymans 13 

Alexander Forbes 35   Guy Chennells 15 

Allan Gray 35   Henry Biddlecombe 15 

Anchor Capital 34   Mark Davids 11 

SNG Argen 33   Michael Prinsloo 17 

Benefits Counsellor 35   Mike Adsetts 15 

Brightrock 35   Richard Firth 19 

Discovery 32   Sarah Heuer 8 

EBnet 35   Trinisha Chanka 9 

Election Worx 34   Viresh Maharaj 14 

ICTS 34     
Info 29     
Insite 33     
MIP 33     
Momentum 34     
Motswedi 34     
NBC 33     
Pensions World 33   Live Session Visitors 

Sanlam T 32   Entered Area (clicked) 21 

Sanlam W 35   Zoom Link Inactive 0 
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Total visits over 5 Days and number of unique visitors 

 

Total Visits 798 

Unique Visits 437 
Multiple Visits 361 
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Attendees 437 

Principal Officers / Trustees / Independents 56% 

Consultants / Intermediaries / Service Providers 44% 

 

 

Prize Winners  
  

Name TOP 10 Scores 

Natie van Jaarsveld 783 

Bongani Molefe 699 

Richard Schuilenburg 660 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 600 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 511 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 508 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 457 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 457 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 410 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 397 

 

56%

44%

Audience Composition

Principal Officers / Trustees / Independents

Consultants / Intermediaries / Service Providers
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Notes on Future Improvements 

REGISTRATION PROCESS 

• Longer time-line to be given to development 

• Close off submission date for material earlier 

• Registration form to contain calendar booking pop-up facility 

• Find a system to reduce emails registered attendees. Only send continued marketing emails to non-

registrants and occasional reminders to registered attendees. 

• Pre-define registration link to website where active portal will be located – embed into calendar 

invitations. 

VENUE AND NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENTS FOR NEXT CONFERENCE 

• Place “Movement Tutorial” video in more visible / prominent position to avoid unnecessary help-line 

calls. 

• More navigation waypoint arrows in venue – check all angles of approach  /departure 

• Include pop-up guides in hot-spots / difficult navigation areas. 

• Include pop-up notifications at stands on points progression 

• Include pop-up notifications with sound when block elements are unlocked (pre-recorded speakers, 

live event portal, etc.) 

• Inclusion of ambient sounds in next release to give more real-world feel 

• Include meet-and-greet lounge area 

• Include Avatar at each stand to do meet-and-greet as well as possible chat-bot Q&A 

• Include individual customizable avatar upon registration 

• Include interactivity between avatars 

• Chat-bot helper at Helpdesk 
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Contact Information 

Chris Brits 
CEO - EBnet 

 

DAVID WEIL 
CEO – ICTS GROUP 

 

  
082 457 1833 

britsc@ebnet.co.za 

 

082 445 8852 

weild@icts.co.za 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


